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Arianna was born three times: once as a
boy; three years later as a girl; and finally,
fully, during a sultry lakeside summer,
when she discovers that she is neither, or
both—intersessuale. At 19, the captivating
pale-eyed beauty looks as if she had
stepped out of a Renaissance painting, with
her boyish figure, tousled hair, and fine nose.
But there is anxiety behind her eyes—she
has not yet begun menstruating, and despite
reassurances from her doctor father, the
hormone patches have resulted in not much
more than aching breasts. When she arrives
with her parents at their country retreat near
Lake Bolsena, it has been 16 years since
her last visit there, and Arianna is struck by
memories of her old bedroom, her threeyear-old best friend, and something else,
something mysterious and indescribable. To
make matters more confusing, her teenage
cousin Celeste has suddenly blossomed and
is busy exploring her sexuality while Arianna
fumbles with her own. Amid the buzzing
insects, lush greenery, and milky waters of
the lake, Arianna begins working her way out
of this maze of un-knowing. She investigates
her past, probes her body, and slowly pieces
together a new identity. Director Carlo
Lavagna’s dreamily fragmented ode to selfdiscovery is ripe and unrushed; its sensitive
camerawork, revelatory. With a convincing
performance by newcomer Ondina Quadri
in the title role, Arianna is a coming-of-age
story that gives no pat resolution, but instead
opens up into the beauty of uncertainty.
—lUCy laIRD

Closet Monster

Fire Song

Teenage lust, woozy visions, and a talking
hamster voiced by Isabella Rossellini
shape this queer coming-of-age tale that’s
as strange, scary, and sublime as the real
experience. Oscar (rising star Connor
Jessup) is an arty teen with a turbulent
home life and a smoldering crush on
hardware store “bad boy” Wilder (Aliocha
Schneider). An aspiring makeup effects
artist, Oscar spends his days concocting
wild photo shoots with best friend Gemma
(Sofia Banzhaf) and his nights weathering
the neglect of an aloof mother and volatile
father. Haunted by a gay bashing he
witnessed as a child, he begins having
surreal nightmares—rendered with grisly
Cronenberg-esque flair—that simmer to
the surface of his mind and body, as his
burgeoning queer desires do the same.
Winner of multiple awards on the festival
circuit and directed by Stephen Dunn,
whose sexually irreverent short Pop-Up
Porno was a favorite among Frameline39
audiences, Closet Monster is an impressive
first feature that verifies Dunn’s reputation
as a risk-taking visionary. Closet Monster
is deliriously dark, but with a cheeky
comic wit that emerges via Oscar’s closest
confidant: “Buffy,” the wryly observant
rodent voiced by Rossellini. Undoubtedly
a reference to Buffy the Vampire Slayer, a
show further conjured by Oscar’s fantastical
make-up effects, Closet Monster raises the
specter of queer childhood in the ’90s. But
bolstered by its distinct depictions and a
stunning soundtrack of contemporary indie
electronica, from Austra to Light Asylum,
Closet Monster is unmistakably now and
oh-so-cool.

Shane is at a crossroads after a family
tragedy. He can take care of his mom, go
through the motions with his girlfriend,
and fend off despair on the beautiful,
impoverished Anishinaabe reservation in
northern Ontario. Or he can use a small
inheritance to go to college in Toronto and
dare to live openly as a gay man, but risk
losing his culture. Either way, his longing is
palpable in this tough and tender comingof-age story.
Shane’s girlfriend Tara also wants to
escape from this haunted place of wild rice
and waterways. But Shane would rather have
his secret boyfriend go with him. David is
an apprentice medicine man, so he wants
to stay to continue learning from the elders.
Even as the two men become closer, Shane
resists his own true nature as a Two-Spirit
person destined to be a visionary leader,
healer, or teacher because of his special
access to both male and female energy. Will
they go or will they stay? The clock is ticking.
With his mother paralyzed by grief and the
house falling apart, Shane needs a lot more
money fast but has no good way to get it.
He tries to “man up,” but he discovers too
late what that really means. By embracing
the fullness of his Two-Spirit nature, Shane
finds a surprising way forward along with his
community, in this stunning feature debut by
First Nations director Adam Garnet Jones.
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—CaRol haRaDa
This film contains depictions of sexual violence.

— CURRan naUlT
This film contains depictions of homophobic violence.
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